Abstract. Seki is a situation of coexistence in the game of Go, where neither player can profitably capture the opponent's stones. This paper presents a new method for deciding whether an enclosed area is or can become a seki. The method combines local search with global-level static analysis. Local search is used to identify possible seki, and reasoning on the global level is applied to determine which stones are safe with territory, which coexist in a seki and which are dead. Experimental results show that a safety-of-territory solver enhanced by this method can successfully recognize a large variety of local and global scale test positions related to seki. In contrast, the well-known program GNU Go can solve only easier problems from a test collection.
Introduction
In the game of Go, the player who has the larger territory wins the game. It is therefore a fundamental requirement for programs to always assess the safety of territories correctly. Current computer Go programs use a combination of exact and heuristic techniques, including eye-space analysis [4] , search and heuristic rules based on influence. Heuristic approaches do not guarantee correctness. In order to improve the accuracy of the territory evaluation, they need to be replaced by exact techniques, using search.
An exact, state of the art search-based safety-of-territory solver is described in [12] . However, this solver could not recognize safe stones in seki. The new solver described in this paper extends the previous one and is able to recognize many, even complex seki situations.
Seki is a position where neither player can capture the opponent's stones, so coexistence is the best result. There are two major issues about how to recognize seki. First, a pass is often the only good move for both players. Consecutive passes can cause the Graph History Interaction (GHI) problem [13] , which leads to incorrect search results. As a second issue, even if a seki position is recognized locally, this recognition is done in a specific context. The most pessimistic context for one player assumes that the outside is completely filled by safe opponent stones. The result of a local search depends on such assumptions and might need to be updated once its surrounding information has been changed by searches in other regions.
This paper presents search-based methods that correctly deal with enclosed areas involving seki. The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows: The status of local seki is correctly determined by using the df-pn(r) algorithm [5] . An efficient research method distinguishes a seki from a win for one player by capturing the opponent. An algorithm for solving global seki problems combines the outcome of local seki searches.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the terminology. Section 3 briefly reviews related work. Section 4 explains recognizing seki and its importance to territory evaluation. Section 5 introduces the safety solver and the search algorithms for solving the local and global seki problems. Section 6 presents and describes experimental results and Section 7 provides conclusions and discusses future work.
Terminology
Terminology follows [12] : A block is a maximal connected set of stones with the same color on the Go board. The adjacent empty points of a block are called liberties. A block that loses all its liberties is captured and removed from the board. Stones of one color divide the rest of the board into basic regions. A merged region is the union of two or more basic regions of the same color. The term region refers to either a basic or a merged region. If a block is adjacent to only one region of its color, it is called an interior block, otherwise it is called a boundary block of the region.
A liberty of a boundary block of a region r is called internal liberty if it is in r, and external liberty otherwise. The color of boundary blocks is called the defender, the opponent is called the attacker. A shared liberty is an empty point that is adjacent to blocks of attacker and defender. A defender's region is called safe if all its boundary blocks can be proved safe and the attacker can not live inside the region.
In a region, simple seki are positions that falls into either of following two types:
1. The defender cannot capture attacker's stones, neither can the attacker. They both do not have two clear eyes. The best result for both players is to pass. 2. The defender and the attacker are allowed to capture each other's stones. However it will lead to repetitions of the board.
For a discussion of complex, strange cases, see http://senseis.xmp.net/?StrangeSekis. In simple cases, a region can be recognized as a seki by using static rules. However, verifying complicated seki may require deep search. A seki is often related to a semeai, a race to capture between two adjacent groups that cannot both live. For a detailed discussion of semeai, and static methods for evaluation of semeai classes including many seki, see [10] . Figure 1 shows two seki examples. The left Black region is a static seki. Both the defender and the attacker must pass locally, to ensure that their blocks and are not captured. They share two liberties in A and B. In the right Black region, after 3 moves, with White as the attacker playing first, the Black region becomes a seki. Even though the region is not safe, the boundary block is safe by seki. This kind of seki that must be discovered by search will be called dynamic seki. 
Related Work
Many approaches have been proposed for recognizing safe stones and territories, including both static and search-based methods. Unconditionally alive blocks [2] are safe even when the attacker can play an unlimited number of moves and the defender always passes. Related work on seki analysis also includes Müller's static analysis and search-based semeai algorithms [10] , and Vilà and Cazenave's static classification rules to recognize safe blocks containing regions up to a size of 7 points [15] , including some seki. Among these static methods, only [10, 15] can detect seki.
Search-based methods are used in life and death (tsume Go) and safety-of-territory solvers. Müller introduces local search methods for identifying the safety of regions by alternating play, where the defender is allowed to reply to each attacker move [9] . Van der Werf extends Müller's static rules and uses them in his program to score Go positions [16] . The methods in [9, 12] prove territories safe by using static rules and search.
Although some of the static approaches above can handle seki, they do not provide a general solution for recognizing seki in enclosed areas. A practically successful heuristic way of dealing with seki is based on tactical search. Most strong Go programs contain tactical search engines, typically with a threshold of 5 liberties, to recognize blocks that seem safe from capture. This approach does not work for complicated seki cases. In addition, most programs fail to detect vulnerable territories which do not contain any attacker stones yet, where a seki can be reached after an invasion sequence. Even in the tiny example in Figure 1 on the right, most current programs will pass as both black and white in the starting position.
Recognizing Seki
Recognizing seki is strongly related to both the safety of territory and life and death problems. When evaluating the safety of a territory, seki can be viewed as a win for the attacker, since the defender's territory is destroyed. However when viewed as a life and death problem, the roles are switched since the defender can survive by achieving coexistence in seki.
The search methods to recognize seki in this paper use the most pessimistic assumptions about unproven outside properties for recognizing local seki. The worst-case assumption is that for a given region, all its boundary blocks are completely surrounded by safe attacker stones and have no external liberties. However, the alogirthm can take external eyes that have been detected before into account. Any seki recognized under worst-case assumptions will be called as a local seki.
The result of local seki can be modified when information about the surroundings changes. For example, external liberties of boundary blocks of a region might affect the result of a local seki. An example is shown in Figure 2 . The Black region is a local seki. However, since the boundary block of Black has one external liberty at A, the status of this Black region is unsettled. If White plays first at A, then the Black region is a seki. Black playing first can capture four White stones inside the region and the Black region becomes territory. Recognizing a global seki is much more complicated because the result of a local seki might be affected when its surrounding conditions are changed. For example in Figure 1 , if the surrounding White blocks à , which were assumed safe, are proved to be dead later by a search on the outside, then in both examples the Black region changes from seki to safe, since the local seki collapses. This paper describes a more general region-based approach to recognize local and global seki positions efficiently and correctly. A detailed discussion of the algorithms is provided in the following section.
Safety Solver and Algorithms

Safety Solver
The safety solver described in this paper is based on the ones in [8, 12] . It has been integrated into the Go program Explorer [8] . The search-based solver in [12] sequentially processes single regions and tries to prove their safety. To prove a region safe, all boundary blocks must remain safe -none of them can be captured by the attacker, and the attacker may not live inside the region surrounded by safe blocks. The solver uses Alpha-Beta search with enhancements including iterative deepening, a transposition table, move ordering and heuristic evaluation functions.
The safety solver used in this paper utilizes a more powerful df-pn(r) search algorithm [6, 5] . It includes the techniques of [12] , such as the solution of strongly and weakly dependent regions, as well as static and heuristic region evaluation functions [12] . The following new features will be described in detail in later sections: -Solutions to local and global seki. -Solutions to basic ko situations and the GHI problem.
-The ability to switch goals between attacker and defender. The solver can be used both to find successful invasions, and to defend against them. For seki detection, the solver is used to prove that stones are safe while territories are not.
The Df-pn(r) Search Algorithm
Df-pn(r) [6, 5] is an extension of Nagai's depth-first proof-number (df-pn) search algorithm [11] . Df-pn modifies Allis' best-first proof-number search (PNS) [1] algorithm to use depth-first search. It can expand fewer interior nodes and use a smaller amount of memory than PNS. Df-pn utilizes local thresholds for both proof and disproof numbers, selects the most promising node, and performs iterative deepening until exceeding either one of the thresholds. Because df-pn is an iterative deepening method that expands interior nodes again and again, the heart of the algorithm is its use of the transposition table. Whenever a node is explored, the transposition table is used to cache previous search efforts (i.e., proof and disproof numbers). Df-pn(r) solves a problem of df-pn on computing proof and disproof numbers in the presence of repetitions, while inheriting the good properties of df-pn. Df-pn(r) contributed to the strength of a one-eye solver and the currently best tsume-Go solver [5] .
The Local Search Algorithm
The local search algorithm is region-based. It takes a region r as an input and generates all legal moves in r as well as a pass move. It searches the region until either the result is decided as safe/safe by seki, or unsafe, or a time limit is exceeded. r is evaluated as safe if and only if all boundary blocks of r are proved to be safe, and no attacker's stones can live inside. For details, see [12] . r is evaluated as unsafe if and only if any boundary block b of r is captured, or b has only one liberty left and it is the attacker's turn to make a move, or the attacker lives inside the region. Since the outcome of the search sometimes depends on ko, the local search algorithm needs to model ko threats. The current model assumes that the attacker has the unlimited number of ko threats to win the ko. Therefore, the attacker is always allowed to immediately recapture ko. To deal with more complicated ko such as double or triple ko, the algorithm uses the situational super-ko (SSK) rule. Under the SSK rule, any move that repeats a previous board position, with the same color to play, is illegal. However, assuming an unlimited number of ko threats is often unrealistic, and in some special cases the safety solver fails in proving the safety. See Section 6.1 for an example and further discussion.
Seki and the Graph History Interaction Problem
Let P be a position where player p 1 is to play and Q be the position after p 1 passes in P . If p 1 passes in P and the opponent p 2 passes in Q, the second pass leads back to P . In the local search algorithm, this repetition is allowed, and p 2 's pass leads to a local seki. The two passes mean that neither player can win this position. Becasue of the unlimited ko threat model, ko is not affected by this.
Since df-pn(r) uses a transposition table, in the presence of repetitions the Graph History Interaction (GHI) problem must be addressed [13, 3] . GHI is a notorious problem that may cause search algorithms to incorrectly solve positions. A typical transposition table implementation ignores paths that df-pn(r) takes to cache search results. However, if a search result that depends on a path is saved in the transposition table, an incorrect cached result may be retrieved from the transposition table. Figure 3 , adapted from [7] , shows an example of the GHI problem. Assume that G is a win for the attacker. Let E → H and H → E be pass moves. If H is searched via A → B → E → H, seki is saved in the transposition table entry for H. Two consecutive passes lead back to E. However, this is incorrect if The GHI problem related to seki is solved by the techniques in [7] . This approach uses an additional field in each transposition table entry to hash the path leading to a position.
Algorithm for Recognizing Local Seki
Since df-pn(r) can only answer binary questions, the algorithm for recognizing local seki may have to perform two search to determine the outcome as win, seki, or loss. Assume that the attacker plays first, and the first search evaluates terminal seki positions as a win for the defender. If the root position r is a loss for the defender, the result is established. However if the result of this search is a win, it could be either a defender win or a seki. In this case, for the second search all seki terminal positions are considered attacker wins. If the second search is still a defender win, then r is a defender win. However, if the second result is an attacker win, then r is a seki since neither player can win without using seki terminal positions.
The two searches with different seki winners are often quite similar. A method similar to speeding up re-search for ko in [6] decreases the overhead of the second search as follows: Each transposition table entry contains a seki flag f . In the first search, f is set if and only if a position's disproof tree contains seki.
Consider the second search, when df-pn(r) looks up the transposition table entry for a position n. If n's table entry contains either a proof, or the proof and disproof numbers of an unproven node, the information can be used safely. However, if n's table entry contains a disproof from the first search, df-pn(r) checks n's seki flag. If the flag is not set, the position is an unconditional win for the defender and this result can be reused. However, if the seki flag is set, the position is unsolved for this search. The proof and disproof numbers are initialized to 1 to perform a re-search.
The second search often has a low overhead because of the reuse of previous search results in the transposition table. If n's disproof tree does not involve seki, no search is performed. In the extreme case, the second search consists only of a single table lookup, if disproving the root did not involve seki in the first search. Even if a transposition table entry does not contain a disproof, using the proof and disproof numbers in the transposition table results in better move ordering. However, if the solution changes dramatically by seki, it might need a high overhead. One example is the test position 15 from Test Set 1 (see Section 6). The first search returns a loss for the attacker in 0.02 seconds, and the second search returns a seki win for the attacker in 0.93 seconds. In this example, the loss in the first search is obtained quickly by static rules. There is not much useful information in the transposition table that the second search could utilize.
Algorithm for Recognizing Global Seki
The local result of seki for a region can be proved by using the algorithm discussed in Section 5.5. However, this result might need to be updated once the assumptions about surrounding conditions are modified. Figure 4 provides an example. In the beginning, White region A is considered to be unsafe due to the following two reasons: The external liberties for block are not used during a local search. The block also has no internal liberties. White region B is a local seki because 1. the White block is already proved to be safe with two eyes elsewhere, and 2. White's boundary block and Black block share two liberties. The White block can be marked as "at least seki", because the worst result for this block is safe-by-seki. It might be proved to be unconditionally safe in the future. The best result for the Black block is safeby-seki, therefore it is marked as "at most seki". The information about safe "at least seki" blocks is used in a re-search for White region A, which will become safe. The black Block is now dead. The white boundary block changes from "at least seki" to safe. Finally, by using this updated information region B is proved to be not a seki, but safe for White, and the status of the Black block changes from "at most seki" to dead.
In Figure 4 , the observation that region A affects region B is trivial because they are adjacent. However, in a real board position the situation can be much more complex. For example, there might be multiple regions that are local seki and form a chain of seki. If the region in one end of the chain are proved to be not a seki later, then most likely the local result of every region in the chain has to be updated. In addition, care should be taken for using the information about "at least seki" blocks. Clearly any "at least seki" block can only be used to prove one of its adjacent region that has the same color with the block. A very important question is: given an "at least seki" block, when it is safe to use it to prove its adjacent regions and when is it not? As described in the previous example, region B can be proved to be a local seki by search in the first round. If the "at least seki" block is used to perform the second search to B itself right away, then B will be proved to be safe instantly. However, this result is not correct. Region B can only be confirmed as safe once region A is confirmed as safe (so block becomes safe indeed). The solution used in this implementation uses the following condition. For a "at least seki" boundary block b and a region r to be proved:
-If b has no liberties inside r, then it is safe to be used as "safe" to prove r because it will not affect the liberties of any opponent's blocks that are inside r. -If b does have internal liberties in r, then it should not be used as "safe" to prove r because it will affect the liberties of opponent's blocks that are in r.
By using this condition, it is obvious that in the previous example in Figure 4 the "at least seki" block should never be used to prove White region B directly because does has two internal liberties in B. The algorithm for global recognition first statically recognizes safe regions using static rules in [2, 9] . Then it calls the local search algorithm for proving the safety of the remaining unsolved regions. When processing regions globally, the information about "at least seki" blocks achieved by local searches is stored and possibly used for updating the status of other regions. Eventually, if no further updates can be made, because the status of every region becomes stable, either safe/safe by seki, unsafe, or unknown due to time out, then the global search terminates. At this moment all "at least seki" and "at most seki" blocks are marked to safe, and the results for all local regions are guaranteed to be correct. The pseudo code in Figure 5 gives the global region processing algorithm for recognizing seki.
The two full-board positions from Test Set 2 shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 ) are used to illustrate details of the global processing algorithm. In Figure 6 , the solver processes unsafe regions one at a time for both colors in several rounds. At the beginning, the three White regions in the left side of the board have already been proven safe by static rules. When processing a region, the attacker is the opponent and plays first. Assume that all unsafe Black regions are processed first, followed by all unsafe White regions in the order A, B, C and D. The order of regions and colors does not affect the final result, but it may influence the efficiency. In the example, A, B, C and D are used to refer to different regions for Black and for White. For example, the white region A List at-least-seki = Ø; List at-most-seki = Ø; R = all remaining unsafe regions of both colors; bool updated = true; while ( updated ) // The main loop terminates when there is no update can be made updated = false; for each region r in R perform a first local search if ( the first search result is proved safe ) updated = true; mark all points in region r and its boundary blocks as safe; else if ( the first result is a local seki ) Add attacker's blocks inside r to at-most-seki; Add unsafe defender's boundary blocks of r to at-least-seki; if ( any new boundary block was added to at-least-seki ) updated = true; else if ( the first result is proved loss )
Perform a re-search in region r by using information in at-least-seki; if (the second search result is proved safe ) updated = true; Mark all points in region r and its boundary blocks as safe; if (the second search result is a local seki ) Add attacker's blocks inside r to at-most-seki; Add unsafe defender's boundary blocks of r to at-least-seki; if ( any new boundary block was added to at-least-seki ) updated = true;
Mark all blocks in both at-least-seki and at-most-seki as safe; contains the black block to the left, while the black region A contains the white block to the right but not the black block.
1. Following the worst-case assumption for the outside, black Region A is unsafe because one of its boundary blocks does not have any internal liberties. Similarly black regions B and C are proved to be unsafe. Blocks j8 and g1 both have an outside eye, but it only provides one liberty. Region D is proved to be a local seki. Therefore its two boundary blocks at b1 and g1 are added to the"at least seki" list L. For White, region A is proved a local seki, and block e9 is added to L. Using this information, White region B is also a local seki and block h9 is added to L. Similarly, White region C is a local seki and block h1 is added to L, and then the merged region at b1 and e1 is also a local seki and blocks c2 and d1 are added to L. Techniques for merging strongly related regions from [12] are used here. After the first round of processing for both colors, L contains 2 Black blocks at b1, g1 and 5 White blocks at d9, h9, h1, c2, d1. 2. Re-process unsolved regions in the same order. Black regions A and B are still unsafe. Using the "at least seki" Black block at g1, now Black region C can be proved to be a local seki, and block j8 is added to L. For White, no progress is made. 3. Black region B is proven to be seki by using the "at least seki" block at j8, and block at f 9 is added to L. Again, no progress for White can be made. 4. Black region A is proven seki by using the "at least seki" block at f 9 and block c9 is added to L. 5. No update can be made in the fifth round. The main loop terminates and the remaining "at least seki" and "at most seki" blocks are marked as safe.
In this example, 10 "at least seki" blocks are marked as safe, and no "at most seki" blocks. In the end, all blocks are proved to be safe. A total of 70 points are marked as safe. The remaining empty points are neutral points in seki in Japanese rules. In Chinese rules, the points surrounded by a single player such as a1 are counted for that player. are added to L. For White, region A is not a local seki because Black can capture White by playing at d8. Therefore White d9 is not added to L. Regions B, C and the merged region at b1, e1 are also not local seki. After the first round, L contains only the two Black blocks b1 and e1. 2. Using the "at least seki" block at g1 Black region C is a local seki, and j8 is added to L. There is no progress for White. 3. Similarly, using the "at least seki" block j8, Black region B becomes a local seki, f 9 is added to L, and there is no progress for White. 4. Using the "at least seki" block at f 9, Black region A is proven to be safe! Region A and block f 9 are updated to safe and f 9 is removed from L. Similarly, using safe block f 9 and "at least seki" block at j8 region B is proven safe, and block j8 becomes safe and is removed from L. In the same way, Black regions C and D are proven to be safe, blocks e1 and b1 are safe, and they are removed from L. All Black regions A, B, C, D are safe and L is empty. Since no further progress can be made for either Black or White, the main loop terminates. All 81 points on this board are proven to be safe for one of the players.
Experimental Results
Two seki test sets were created by combining examples from several resources, including [14, 17] , and positions from professional games. Test Set 1 is used for local seki testing and Test Set 2 for global seki testing. Both sets contain a mix of easy, moderate and hard problems. They are available at: http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/games/go/seki. All experiments were performed on a Pentium IV/1.6GHz machine with 512 Mb memory.
Experiment 1: Local Seki Tests
Test Set 1 contains 45 positions, some of them seki and some not when external liberties are considered. Among them, 23 positions are classified as easy, 16 positions as moderate and 6 positions as hard. The seki-enhanced safety solver solves 42 positions within a time limit of 120 seconds per position. Table 1 summarizes the cost of seki re-search on all 45 positions. The total execution time for phase two search is 14.5% of phase one, and the total number of nodes expanded in phase two is 17.7% of phase one. The cost is relatively small compared to the version that does not detect seki. Sometimes seki depends on ko. It is important to model ko in the search of seki. The main technical limitation of the current solver is a class of ko positions called Moonshine Life, described at http://senseis.xmp.net/?MoonshineLife. The current solver defines the ko winner to be the attacker, and allows the ko winner get unlimited ko-threats to win the ko. In these situations, of which there are three in the test set, the solver produces a doubtful result. Figure 9 shows an example. Since White is considered to have infinite ko threats, there is no way for Black to capture White. So block is identified as "at least seki" and is identified as "at most seki" in the local search. If no update can be made after the global search, both of them will be identified as safe by seki. This result is dubious because in a real game ko threats are only unlimited when there is a multiple ko elsewhere on the board. In this example, static rules can be added to solve the problem. However, a more general solution that takes a finite number of available ko threats into account remains as future work.
The correctness of global search is based on the correctness of local searches. Still, even if Moonshine Life occurs in a local search, it will not invalidate the result of the global search. The reason is that only "at least seki" blocks are used to update other regions in the global search. In the example, only block is marked as "at least seki" and it can safely be used when searching other regions. A comparison is made between the safety solver in the program Explorer and one of the strongest programs, GNU Go 3.6, available at http://www.gnu.org/software/gnugo/download.html. The seki-enhanced safety solver solved 42 positions with correct results while GNU Go solved 26. Both Explorer and GNU Go can solve most easy positions. The safety solver in Explorer does not use any static rules to recognize seki, while it seems that GNU Go use mainly static rules. GNU Go solves less than half of the moderate positions and none of the hard positions.
Experiment 2: Global Seki Tests
Test Set 2 contains 20 global seki problems. In each of these problem, the results of local seki search needs to be resolved on the global level. 19 of them are solved within a time limit of 200 seconds. GNU Go was not tested on these global positions because the correctness of global search is based on the correctness of local search. Two full-board positions shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 have been used in Section 5.6 to illustrate the global processing steps. The total execution time for these examples was 192 and 121 seconds respectively. Figure 10 shows the only unsolved global position in Test Set 2. Currently there is no semeai search used to compute how many liberties the white blocks can get from the big eyes in regions A and C, and how many liberties the black block can get from region B. By using the most pessimistic assumption for the defender (White), the solver believes that the blocks e5 and m5 have only 2 internal liberties and one external liberty each (one liberty per eye). Therefore it cannot solve this problem. In this example, seki can be confirmed only if the semeai status of several related regions is resolved first. 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents two methods for recognizing seki positions locally and globally.
Although the results are very encouraging, there are still numerous ideas to improve the performance. The limitations of the current solver and other possible topics for future work include:
-Handling of ko situations. Instead of allowing the ko winner unlimited ko threats, handling a finite number of threats must be implemented. -The current solver is purely search-based. Static rules could improve the efficiency in many simple cases. -The solver is region-based, and does not work for more open-ended areas that occur in games. -Integrate the functionality of tactical solvers and semeai search into a safety solver. -In the current global method, there is no priority for selecting which region to process in the main loop of the global search. Ordering regions by considering their adjacency should increase the efficiency of the global search. -Seki spanning multiple regions such as in Figure 10 need a different approach. -When to call the safety solver to recognize seki during a game?
